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Before ~fR. JUSTICE ROMER.-June 26th, 27th, 30th, and July 1st, 1896.

ROWLAND u. MICHELL.

Trade Mark.-Action for infringement and for passing off.-Motion to
5 expunge Trade Mark.-Mark "pol'trait in an oval."-Distinctive 1nark.

Similaritu of labels.-Probabil1:ty of deception-s-Alleqed acquiescence.--Delay.
-Olnission of non-essential ioords i-n use of Trade Mark.-Injunction granted
against passinq off.-Motion to erpunqe dismissed.

R., the Plaintiff, ioas the registered otoner of a Trade Mark consistinq of his
10 portrait in, an oval and the words " The new conqueror, never knoum to fail."

The essential part of the mark was stated to be the portrait, and the Plaintiff
disclaimed any exclusive right to the words. The Plaintiff sold "Arn~y and
" Navy Paregoric Tablets," in tins and packets, toith. pinle and tohite wrappers
respectiuelu, tohich. uirappers bore the Plaintiff's Trade Mark, the description

]5 "Rowland',,] Armu and Navy Paregoric Tablets;" and certain particulars as
to place of manufacture and price, and directions for use. The Plaintiff, having
discovered that the Defendant was selling goods not the Plaintiff's as " Army
" and Navy Paregoric Tublets;" in tins and packets, with urrappere similar to
the Plaintiff's, and calculated to ]J(lSS off the Defendant's goods as the Plaintiff's,

20 brought this action to restrain inf'rinqement of his Trade Mark and passing off.
The Defendant alleged that the Plaintiff had not the exclusive user of the

name" Army and Navy Paregoric Tctblets," and that one H. had manu
factured and sold couqb tablets under that name, and that the Defendant's
tablets noere also recognised in the Trade as "Army and Navy Paregoric

25 "Tablets." The Defendant further denied the allegations in the Statement of
Claim, and alleged that H. ioas the original maker to the Plaintiff; that the
Plaintiff had varied his general description and" get 1.tp " from time to time; that
the Plaintiff, having lain by for a considerable time, was not entitled to relief;
and that the Plaintiff was not usinq his Trade Mark as registered. The

30 Plaintiff, in effect, omitted certain of the disclaimed uiords.

The Defendant gave notice of motion to rectify the Register by striking off
the Plaln,tiff's Trade Mark.

The trial of the action and the motion came on together.

Held, (1) disting'uishing Re Anderson's Trade Mark, L.R.26, Ch.D. 409, on
;35 aplJeal54 L.J., Ch, 1084, that the Trade Mark was distinctive, and the motion

uiae dismissed , (2) that the Defendant had so got up his labels as to be calculated
to pas» off his goods as the Plaintiff?s , that the Plaintiff had not bee-n guilty of
any acquiescence in the acts of H. or the Defendant, or of delay; that the
omission. by the Plaintit!' of a few words from Ius Trade Mark did not prejudice

40 his rights, and an. injunction was granted to restrain passing off, with costs.
16998-250-1/99 Wt 23297 D & 8-2 (B) 2 Y
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On the 14th of April 1891, James Roioland registered for confectionery in
Class 42, under No. 155,638, the subjoined Trade Mark.

The essential particular of the Trade Mark was stated to be "the portrait,"
and Rowland disclaimed any exclusive right to the added matter.

On the 30th of October 1895, Rowland commenced an action against ;)
John Michell, claiming damages for wrongfully imitating the said Trade Mark,
and an injunction to restrain wrongful imitation.

By 'his Statement of Claim the Plaintiff stated (par. 1) that he had, since 1888,
carried on business at Lant Street, and, since 1891, also at Rodney Works,
Southwark, and still carried on at such places the business of a manufacturer 10
and wholesale dealer in confectionery, including certain goods known as
" Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets." (2) Stated the registration of the Trade
Mark. (3) Since April 1891 the Plaintiff had invariably used the said mark on
or in connection with the" Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets." (4) Since the
beginning of 1890 the Plaintiff had always sold the tablets in two separate forms, 15
namely in 2d. tins and Id. packets. The said tins and packets had always, since
1890, been enclosed in paper wrappers, bearing the description" Rowland's Army
" and Navy Paregoric Tablets," and also certain particulars as to the place of
manufacture, the price, and directions for using the said tablets. The colours
of the said wrappers had always been pink in the case of the 2d. tins, and white 20
for the Id. packets. Since April 1891 the said wrappers had always borne a
copy of the Plaintiff's Trade Mark. (5) By this user the Plaintiff's tablets
(as the Defendant well knew) became well known to purchasers and to retail
sellers as "Rowland~s Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets," and the shape, size,
price, and general appearance and" get up" of the said tins and packets of tablets 25
had become familiar to purchasers as indicating the Plaintiff's goods; and,
further, "Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets" had become recognised in the
trade as meaning the Plaintiff's tablets. (6) In October 1895, the Plaintiff,
having been put on inquiry by reason of customers' complaints and the
Defendant's advertisement in "Lloyd's News," discovered that the Defendant 30
had recently begun to sell and was selling goods not the Plaintiff's described
as " Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets," and purporting to be designed for the
same uses as the Plaintitf's tablets. The Defendant's tablets were sold in
2d. tins and Id. packets, and enclosed in paper wrappers of such sizes, shapes,
and colours, and bearing such printed words or inscriptions and devices, 35
including the name" Rowland," in conspicuous letters, as to closely resemble
in almost every particular the Plaintiff's tablets, and as to be calculated to pass
off the Defendant's goods as the Plaintiff's, and to deceive purchasers, (7) The
Defendant also used on the said tins and packets or wrappers a device of an
oval ring, enclosing a portrait of a man's face, Such use was an infringement 40
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of the Plaintiff's Trade Mark. (8) The Plaintiff had also recently discovered
that the Defendant had been advertising his tablets in newspapers, and by
means of bills and circulars, some of which were designed so as to closely
resemble the Plaintiff's bills and circulars. All the Defendant's advertisements,

5 bills, and circulars were calculated to pass off the Defendant's goods as those
of the Plaintiff, and to deceive purchasers into the belief that they were
purchasing the Plaintiff's goods. eJ) By reason of such various unlawful acts
the Defendant had passed off considerable quantities of tablets not the
Plaintiff's as and for the Plaintiff's goods, and had deceived purchasers, and had

10 gained considerable profits, and the Plaintiff had suffered great damage to his
said business. (10) The Defendant's tablets were inferior to the Plaintiff's
tablets, and were not so well adapted for the uses for which they purported to
be designed, and were therefore calculated, when so passed off, to lower the
reputation of the Plaintiff's tablets, and to thereby ensure further damage to

15 the Plaintiff's business. (11) 'Lhe Defendant threatened to continue such
unlawful acts. And the Plaintiff claimed (1) an injunction restraining the
Defendant from infringement or colourable imitation of the Plaintiff's Trade
Mark; and also from offering for sale by bills, circulars, or advertisements,
or selling any tablets or confectionery (not the Plaintiff's) enclosed in the

20 wrappers referred to in paragraph 6, or in any form calculated to pass off such
goods as the Plaintiff's goods; and from using wrappers imprinted with a
colourable imitation of the Plaintiff's Trade Mark, or bearing the Plaintiff's
name, or bearing words or devices calculated to pass off such wrappers as the
Plaintiff's packets; and. from issuing bills and circulars of the kind referred

25 to in paragraph 8 as used by the Defendant, or any bills or circulars resembling
the Plaintiff's bills and circulars. (2) An account of profits. (3) Delivery
up of all tins and packets marked with the device referred to in paragraph 7,
or in the sizes, shapes, and colours, or wi th the inscriptions referred to in
paragraph 6, and also of all printed wrappers, bills, and circulars, with the

30 blocks from which the same were printed, marked with the design referred to
in paragraph 7, or which were so designed, printed, or got up as to resemble
the printed wrappers, bills, and circulars of the Plaintiff. (4) Damages and
costs.

The Defendant, by his Defence, said that the Trade Mark was not the Plaintiff's,
35 and was not a Trade Mark, and the Defendant did not infringe. (Par. 4) The

Defendant did not admit the allegations in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the
Statement of Claim, and said that the Plaintiff had not the exclusive user of the
trade name or description of "Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets," and that
cough tablets were manufactured and sold by the Defendant's predecessor,

40 G. Hoskins, at, before, and after the times mentioned in the Statement of Claim;
and the Defendant further said that the Plaintiff's goods had not become
exclusively recognised in the trade as "Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets," but
the Defendant's tablets were also so recognised. The Defendant denied the right
of the Plaintiff to allege that the shape, price, general description, and" get up "

45 had been imitated by the Defendant. (5) The Defendant denied the allegations
in paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. (6) 'I'he Defendant's tablets were originally
manufactured by his predecessor, whose business the Defendant purchased.
The said G. Hoskins was, in fact,the original maker to the Plaintiff, and all
the Plaintiff's goods for two seasons, between 1888 and 1891, were manufactured

50 by G. Hoskins. (7) The Plaintiff had from time to time varied his packages,
boxes, advertisements, colours, designs, general description, and" get up.." and
the Defendant would contend that his goods had not become recognisable, as
alleged. (8) The Defendant would contend that his own goods were superior to
and more efficacious than the Plaintiff's; (9) and, alternatively, that the Plaintiff,

55 having lain by. for a considerable period, was not entitled to the relief
claimed. (10) The Defendant denied that the Plaintiff had sustained damage,
as alleged. (11) The Defendant would contend that the Plaintiff's Trade Mark

16998-2 2 y 2
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had not been and was not being used by the Plaintiff, but the Plaintiff had
varied the same.

On the 15th of November 1895, the Defendant gave notice of motion to
rectify the Register of Trade Marks by striking off the Plaintiff's Trade Mark.

On the 13th of March lR!HJ, an order was made that the Defendant should :>
deliver (1) particulars of the gronnds of his objection to the validity of the
Plaintiff's Trade Mark alleged in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Defence; and
(2) particulars in wrtting, with dates, when, how, and in what manner the
Plaintiff had varied his Trade Mark, or his use thereof, as alleged in paragraph
11 of the Defence. ] 0

The following particulars were given :-(1) The alleged Trade Mark was
not the same as described in the Comptroller-General's certificate, 18th of
November 1895 ; (2) the Trade Mark bore on the face of it, in addition to
the portrait, the words" The new conqueror, never known to fail." This had
been varied by the Plaintiff abandoning the words" Never known to fail." 15

The trial of the action and the motion, which had been ordered by Ohitty, J.,
to stand to the trial, now came on for hearing.

Eve, Q.C., and J. M. Gover (instructed by O. and G. Woodroffe) appeared
for the Plaintiff; Oswald, Q.C., and Edmundson (instructed by C. E. Oscar
Walker) for the Defendant. 20

Eve, Q.C., for the Plaintiff.-This is an action to restrain infringement of
the Plaintiff's Trade Mark and passing off, and there is a motion to strike the
Trade Mark off the Register. The Plaintiff commenced business as a wholesale
confectioner in 1890, including the sale of " Army and Navy Paregoric Tablets,"
which he sold in Id. packets and 2d. tins. In 1891, he registered his Trade 25
Mark, consisting of his portrait enclosed in an oval and surrounded by the
words "The new conqueror, never known to fail," disclaiming in his appli
cation any exclusive right to the words. The Plaintiff sold large quantities of
the tablets, which at first he purchased from George Hoskins and Robert
Hoskins, and when they dissolved partnership, from George Hoskins alone, ao
until September 1891; he, at that date, left Hoskins and commenced to manu
facture for himself. Hoskins then began to make up and sell paregoric tablets in
wrappers, with a portrait on, similar to the Plaintiff's; this was discovered by
the Plaintiff early in 1892, and he wrote to Hoskins threatening proceedings.
An answer was sent by Hoskins' solicitor, and, so far as the Plaintiff knew, 35
Hoskins ceased to sell; proceedings were not taken against him, as he was not
a person of means. The Defendant alleges that to be acquiescence. In May
1895, the Plaintiff discovered that tablets were being sold with labels, which
were an infringement of his mark. He had been in the habit of supplying a
large firm of wholesale confectioners, Messrs. Clarke, Nickolls and Coombs, 40
with whom he fell out, and he found that they were putting on the market the
tablets which he now complained of. He ultimately discovered, by seeing an
advertisement in Lloyd's newspaper, that the person selling was the Defendant,
who now admitted that he had bought Hoskins' business. The packets of the
Defendant were clearly an infringement. The Defendant's packets had, before 45
the action was commenced, the name of J. Rouiland on, but that had since
been changed to J . .J.lfichell. Great quantities of the tablets were sold, and the
Plaintiff had suffered considerable damage, as the Defendant's sales had caused
a falling-off.

The Plaintiff was then called. He stated that Hoskins did not make the 50
tablets to his satisfaction; when he wrote and complained to Hoskins of
selling tablets he believed that the sale -was discontinued, as he had not seen
Hoskins' tablets after that time.

In cross-examination the Plaintiff said he coated over his tablets with a
secret solution. He had heard that a man, whose name was F. Summers, had 55
been selling similar tablets under the name of F. Rowland. Plaintiff's solicitor
had complained, but proceedings had not been taken as Summers was only a
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costermonger. He did not know that M'ichell's tablets had been on the market
since 1892. He did not know the name of Arthur Ward, of Camberwell, as
manufacturer of "Artuy and Navy Paregoric Tablets," though he had seen a
wrapper. He was the creator of the writing- on his tablets. He had never

5 heard of the" International Paregoric Tablets." He used to do a business of 14
tons a week, and now not five tons, He knew Clarke, Nickolls, and Coombs;
they did not complain, but he ceased to supply them. [ROMER, J.-How is
this relevant? Osioald, Q.C.-It will be shown that it was not until Clarke,
Nickotls, and Coo/nbs left the Plaintiff, and bought from Michell} that the

10 Plaintiff took proceedings.]
The Defendant J .....Michell was then called. He stated that he first purchased

the tablets from Hoskins in 1891. In 1892, he asked Hoskins to supply
him with the tablets in 7lb. tins, which Hoskins refused to do. Michell then
got a Mr. Waters.. a mannfacturing confectioner, to make cough tablets for him,

15 which he packed in his own packets with his own portrait on. In July
189:J, Hoskins came and offered his business for 15l., and his services; and in
August 1893, Michell purchased the business : he then started selling tablets
with both Hoskins' and his own wrapperd during 1~93 and 1894. Hoskins left
after nine months. In May 1895 .1Jf'ichell began to supply Clarke. Nickolls,

20 and Coombs with tablets, and in September they cancelled all orders as the
Plaintiff had complained; Michell took Counsel's advice, and believing there
was no infringement, he wrote to Clarke, Nickolls, and Coombs, and continued
to supply them with his tablets, but with his own portrait only. The Plaintiff
then wrote asking for an apology, cessation of trade, and payment of 50l., and

25 on Micheil:« solicitors writing to ask for particulars of the infringement, the
Plaintiff commenced proceedings. Michell's tablets were principally sold from
barrows in the streets, and his total sales amounted to 3427 gross, or 493,4~8

packets.
Cross-examined: He had not traded in any name but Michell, he started in

30 November 1892, and if the first entry of his prinoer for cough tablets was in
January 1893, that was the printer's mistake. When Hoskins sold the business
"to him, he understood that all matters of Trade Mark were settled. He thought
Hoskins was in the market prior to the Plaintiff.

A number of witnesses were then called for the Plaintiff to prove the passing
35 off of the Defendant's goods.

Oswald, Q.C., for the Defendant.-It is submitted that there is no case for me
to answer. There is no Trade Mark here. [ROMER, J.-I think the Plaintiff's
real case is passing-off. Eve, Q.C.-I "rill support my defence of the Trade
Mark on the motion. ROMER, J.-I suppose your point, Mr. Oswald, is that

40 on the Trade Mark a portrait of one person is not an infringement of the
portrait of another person.] Yes; I will open the motion. There are three
points against the Trade Mark: (1) The registration by the Plaintiff of his own
portrait in connection with confectionery is not a distinctive device; possibly
it might be so in the case of a public character, but it is contended that here it

45 is so little distinctive that Hoskins' portrait may be mistaken for it. In Re
Anderson's Trade J.l!lrtrk, L.R. 26 Ch. D. 409, Ch1:tty, J., held that a portrait
was not a sufficiently distinctive device. 'I'hat was a case under the 1875 Act.
[ROMER, J.-The decision wasbased on the fact that" Liebig" had become the
name of the article, and a monopoly of the name could not be acquired, and

50 therefore not of the portrait.] The Plaintiff here does not register his portrait
in connection with anything; C/litty, J., at page 416, said the portrait was
not a distinctive device. The case was affirmed in the Court of Appeal
(54 L.J. Ch, 1084). There is an American case as to a public character's portrait.
[ROMER, J.-I should think a public character's portrait is less distinctive.]

55 A portrait of an obscure individual is not distinctive, and, at any rate, there can
be no right to prevent other persons putting on their own portraits. The point
is not dealt with by the Court of Appeal. [ROMER, J.-It was clearly put by
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the -Court of Appeal that Anderson could not say that the portrait of .Liebig
was distinctive, because the article was sold as "Liebig."] The Court of Appeal
did not vary Chitty, J.'s decision. A portrait of a person generally is not
distinctive, and there is no authority for saying that it can be. (2) The Plaintiff
cannot complain of any other portrait; he is bound by his portrait as registered. :>
(3) The Plaintiff says there is his registered mark, portrait, and words, and he
complains of that being taken. On the certificate he says the portrait is the
essential part, and disclaims the added matter; but if the words are part, he
ought not to omit the words "Never known to fail." He is representing to the
public that that is his Trade Mark, which is not the portrait alone, nor the 10
portrait with all the words. [ROMER, J.-Non-user of part does not make the
registration bad.] He is not telling the truth, and the House of Lords has
decided that in such case he cannot come to the Court and complain. However,
the Defendant only contends that the mark ought to be removed because it is
not distinctive. But, as a defence, he contends there is a misrepresentation. 15
[ROMER, J.-Deal with the motion only, and put it on this point, that it is not
distinctive.] For some time the Plaintiff did use all his words, but he left off
using the words ., Never known to fail" for fear that he might be attacked by
the Inland Revenue. In the Leather Oloth Companu v. American Leather Oloth
Company, 11 H.L.C. 523, 543, it was said that if Trade Marks contain untrue 20
statements the owner might be disentitled to relief in a court of equity against
anyone who pirated it. The words "Never known to fail" would, in the
opinion of the Inland Revenue, make the tablets a medicine. [ROMER, J.
The Court would have to see on that point whether the label was made
deceptive.] The Plaintiff is prevented by 'acquiescence from restraining the 25
use of his Trade Mark and labels, on his own evidence. He never used his
wrappers until he registered in April 1891. He found Hoskins was using the
very labels and wrappers now sued on; he knew about it; he wrote to com
plain, and Hoskins, by his solicitor, wrote to say he should not cease using
them, and the Plaintiff did nothing. He knew it was going on, but he says he 30
thought it was not necessary to take proceedings, as there was not much sale.
In 1893, Hoskins sold his business to the Defendant, and thousands of tablets
with the wrappers were sold. Hoskins assigned his unused wrappers. Michell
has now a very good business, because of the merit of his goods, and the
Plaintiff makes no complaint until he begins to feel the competition. He only :15
took proceedings after the quarrel with Clarke, Nickolls, and Coombs. 'l he sale
by Michell had been going on since August IH93, and the Plaintiff's ignorance
of it was immaterial; he must have known of it, for he discovered Hoskins'
sale in the year he began. In Beard v, Turner, 13 L.T.N.S. 746, the Plaintiff
laid by for two years, and it was held that such laches disentitled him to relief. 40
Mere complaints are insufficient; he must take proceedings; Clegg v. Edmondson,
8 De G. M. & G. 787. Ward used the very same words for twenty years, and
the same directions were given on the packets of the "International Paregoric
"'fablets." The Plaintiff, who was a carman, is not likely to have invented them.
In the present case the Defendant purchased the business of Hoskins, the 45
original maker to Roiolands; and is entitled to say that; Leather Oloth C01n
pany v, American Leather Oloth Comparur, 11 H.L.C. 53~, 540. The evidence
of actual deception is of the weakest kind, and there were only single
complaints. It is ridiculous to say that a wrapper with a portrait of Michell
can be mistaken for a portrait of Roioland. The Plaintiff has made out no 50
case sufficient to stop a rival in trade.

Witnesses were then called for the Defendant.
Mr. G. Hoskins, confectioner, said he had manufactured paregoric cough

tablets since 188,2 from his own recipe. In 1886, he started for himself, and
continued supplying the Plaintiff for six months. He sold his business and- 55
then started again in 1~88as UTe Hall and 00. From 1888 to 1891· he supplied
the Plaintiff with tablets in 7lb. tins; they were always made in the
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same way, and they were not prepared from a prescription supplied by the
Plaintiff. The Plaintiff's present tablets had little difference from those
supplied by the witness, Iioioland'» were a little heavier, and were "faked"
by coating them with oil of aniseed to make them taste sweeter. In 1891, the

;) witness began to use wrappers with his portrait on, and continued to do so
until August 1893, when he sold his business to Michell. He recollected
receiving a letter of complaint from the Plaintiff; he instructed his solicitor
to answer the letter, and he heard nothing more. He sold his business,
including plant, to Michell for 151.

10 Mr. H. GoodslJeed, manager to lVIessrs. Clarke, Nicholls, and Coombs, said
there was not much difference between the Plaintiff's and the Defendant's
tablets, and he did not think anyone who could read would be deceived by
the wrappers.

Mr. A. J. Ward said he made" Ward's Army and Navy Paregoric 'I'ablets."
15 He began selling them in the streets in 1876 ; in 1881, he put them in packets.

In 1893, he commenced using a label in imitation of the label on Hoskins'
tablets, and had received no complaint. The directions he had used for
years.

Mr. F. Summers stated that he had traded as F. Rouilands in paregoric
20 tablets. He used a wrapper with a fancy portrait, and similar directions to

the Plaintiff's, from the very first. The Plaintiff had complained, but witness
had derided the idea of infringement.

Mr. Gotobed, a printer, gave evidence that he made Michell'» wrapper frorn
one of Hoskins'.

25 Oounsel summed up on behalf of the Defendant and Plaintiff.
Fullioood v, Fullioood, L.R. 9 Oh.D. 176, was cited on behalf of the Plaintiff.
ROMER, J.-I will first deal with the Defendant's motion to expunge the

Plaintiff's registered Trade Mark. The only ground upon which that could be
or is based is that the Trade Mark is not distinctive. It is said that a

30 photograph of the owner of the 'I'rade Mark is not distinctive, and is not the
good subject of a Trade Mark; and, on behalf of the Defendant, reference
was made to the case of Re Anderson's Trade Mark, reported in ~6 Chancery
Division, at page 409; and it was said that that case showed that a photograph
could not be the good subject of a Trade Mark. But that case decided nothing

35 of the kind. What it decided was this,-in that case a person had applied to
register, as the chief part of a Trade Mark, a portrait of Baron Liebig, with
certain words, including "Baron Liebig" upon the mark; and that was with
reference to Liebig's Extract of Meat. It was held in that case that the
substance to which the Trade Mark was attached was known in the market as

40 "Liebig's Extract of Meat," and that the term" Liebig" or "Baron Liebig"
was publici juris. That being so, what Re Anderson decided was that" seeing
that Baron Liebig's name, as applied to that substance, was common to the
world, no person could claim, as a Trade Mark, that name, or a photograph of
Baron Liebig, which was another method of describing the goods to which the

45 mark was to be attached. It was on that ground that Re Anderson was
decided. That case in no way applies to the present. The Plaintiff's name is
not publici juris. The substance to which his Trade Mark is applied is not
known in the market as merely Iiouiland'» or anything of the sort. I can see
no reason why the photograph of a person who invents a Trade Mark should

50 not be, in itself, distinctive. In the case before me I think that the photograph
is distinctive. Of course, if the contention on behalf of the Plaintiff was that,
by registering this portrait as a Trade Mark, he thereby had prevented anybody
else from using, as a Trade Mark for similar goods, any portrait, I should have
to reconsider what I have said. But that could not be, ancl is not his

55 contention. So far as the mere Trade Mark is concerned, a photograph of
another person would not, in my opinion, be an infringement, if the photograph
'vas 811bstantially different from the portrait or photograph of the Plaintiff.
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It follows that the motion to expunge fails, and must be dismissed, with
costs.

I do not think that the Plaintiff would be entitled to succeed on the
ground that there has been an infringement of his Trade Mark, strictly so
called; nor, indeed, is that pressed before me. The case is-and it is a case 5
which, I think, is established before mo-e-that "That the Defendant has been
doing has been to get his goods up with such labels and in such a manner as
to be calculated to pass his goods off as and for the Plaintiff's goods. The
Plaintiff, some years ago, was the first man who sold paregoric cough drops in
packets and tins of the size now in use by him, and now in use by the 10
Defendant. He invented the labels under which those drops were put upon
the market and sold by him. The" get-up" of the goods was novel, and clearly
distinguished the Plaintiff's goods. A prominent feature of the" get-up" was
the photograph of the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff's method of selling these COUgl1
drops, and the way and shape in which he put them upon the market, was 15
very successful. He got a reputation for his goods, and his sale largely
increased and became a very profitable business. 'That, as is, unfortunately,
not unusual, led later on to other persons imitating the Plaintiff's" get-up," in
order really (to use simple language) to steal from him the benefit of his
business. Amongst them must be included, in my opinion, the Defendant. ~O

The labels of the Plaintiff are before me, and, when I turn to the labels of
the Defendant which are complained of, one has only to look at them to
see t\VO things,-first, that they are obviously calculated to deceive, and,
secondly, that they must have been got up for the purpose of deceiving. I
need not, in this case, call attention to the similar-ity of the "get-up" of the 25
Plaintiff's goods and the Defendant's-the similarity of the labels-because
they speak for themselves, Not only are the labels of the Plaintiff substantially
copied, but the size of the packets and the whole" get-up" of the Defendant's
goods complained of is in direct imitation of the Plaintiff's. The labels on
the packets that are before me, and to which I have particularly referred, 30
are those which are called exhibits WAA 2 and 'RN, and the label on the
tin exhibit WAA 3. Those' speak for themselves so plainly that it is un
necessary for me, as I have said, to dwell upon them longer. Not only,
in my opinion, are those labels of the Defendant calculated to deceive, but I
have evidence before me of actual deceit. Ladies have given evidence to that 35
effect on behalf of the Plaintiff, and I have no doubt of the accuracy of that
evidence.

'I'here is really no defence to this action except one. It is said that the
Plaintiff acquiesced in what the Defendant did, or in what Hoskins did, who
used these labels, or similar labels, before the Defendant. But how does the 40
matter stand with regard to that? At the beginning of the year 1892 the
Plaintiff became aware that Hoskins was putting his goods upon the market
with labels calculated to deceive-substantially the labels now complained of.
The Plaintiff at once wrote a letter by his solicitor, and called Haskins'
attention to it, and threatened proceedings. He refused to stop. But did the 45
Plaintiff after that acquiesce in Hoskins continuing to use the labels? I am
certain that he did not. I quite agree that merely threatening a person in cases
of this kind, without taking proceedings, is not sufficient. If the Plaintiff
really does stand by and allow a man to carryon business in the manner
complained of, to acquire a reputation, and to expend money, he cannot then, 50
after a long lapse of time, turn round and say that that business ought to be
stopped. But that case is not the case which I have to deal with. As I have
said, I am certain that the Plaintiff in no way acquiesced in what Hoskins did.
Why proceedings were not taken is.. I think, shown by the circumstances of the
case, At the time, the Plaintiff was, as it appears to me from the evidence, 55
much worried in his domestic life. He knew that Hoskins was a man of no
means, as appears from the Defendant's evidence,--an unscrupulous man who
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was trading under another name with a view of avoiding his former creditors;
and Hoskins, in the box, has boasted of the fact that he never paid any debts,
and that he owes, as he says, some thousands of pounds. Of course, the last
step that a man with means would like to adopt, if he could avoid it, would be

5 to take proceedings against a man like that, from whom nothing could be
recovered; and I see no sufficient reason to disbel ievc \v hat the Plaintiff said - ..
that he lost sight of Hoskins, and was under the impression that he was not
any longer carrying on his deceptive business. I may add that I am not satisfled,
either, as to how far Hoskins did continue to use these labels and wrappers as

] 0 applied to paregoric cough drops, though I do think that he did use them to
some extent. But, as I have said, there is no such acquiescence on the part of
the Plaintiff as would, in my opinion, prevent him from now suing Hoskins if
he were the person using these labels, and restraining him, or which would
prevent him, certainly, from now suing the Defendant.

15 How the Defendant said that he came to buy Hoskins' labels is a very curious
story. I cannot, under the circumstances, regard the Defendant as a bona fide
purchaser of the business. Seeing the articles that he bought for the sum of
15l.~ and seeing that the Defendant well knew the Plaintiff's rights-well knew
at the time of thi s so-called purchase that the Plaintiff had threatened to restrain

20 Hoskins from continuing to use the labels, if he did so-s-it is clear that the
Defendant cannot pretend to say that in any way he was buying a going
business, or was a borui fide purchaser for value of that business. Nothing of
the sort. The Defendant knew perfectly well-and that, I cannot help thinking,
was the reason why he paid the I5l.-that the labels of Husk/ins were simple

25 imitations of the Plainti tl''s : and what the Defendant wanted, in my opinion,
by that purchase, if, and so far as, the I5l. had any relation to these labels, was
an excuse to put upon the market labels which imitated the Plaintiff's. The
Plaintiff has a legal right to restrain this fraud ulent imitation of his goods,
and he certainly has not lost that, in my opinion, by either acquiescence or

30 delay; nor would, in fact, mere delay for such a short period as exists in this
case be in itself sufficient to depri ve the Plaintiff of his legal right; and for
that I refer to the case which has been cite l of Fuliioood v. Fulluiood, L.R. 9
eh.D.176.

There was, indeed, another defence suggested, which I must mention. 'I'he
~5 Plaintiff's registered Trade Mark is, as I have said his portrait; but it contains

some words surrounding it, and, in particular, the words "Never known to
" fail." Some tirne just before or after the registration, the Plaintiff used
those words, but he was informed that a continuance to use those words might
lead to the supposition that the cough drops were a patent medicine, and so

40 might render hirn liable to have to pay stamp duties upon the goods sold.
Thereupon, after that time, in using his Trade Mark, he omitted those words.
But when I look and see what 'I'rade Mark was registered, 1 find that it was
stated at the time of the registration, and as part of the reristrat.ion, that " th
"essential particular of the Trade Mark is my portrait, and I disclaim any

45 "right to the exclusive USH of the added matter"; so that the added matter,
the words as stated in his declaration by the Plaintiff himself, were non
essential particulars of the Trade Mark, the one essential particular being
the portrait. The Plaintiff in his label puts his portrait upon it. It has
the words "The n8\V conqueror" at the top, which iwords also appear in the

50 registered Trade Mark; but he has omitted to use the words that I have men
tion ed, " Never known to fail" ; and in his label the Plaintiff describes that
portrait with the words" The new conqueror " as his" registered Trade Mark."
It is said that that is calculated to decei ve, and therefore renders the Plaintiff's
labels unenforceable (if I may use the expression) in a court of equity.

55 Osioald, Q.C.-1fyLord, I said that it was an untrue statement. That was
my argument,

ROMER, J.-You said that it was an untrue statement. In my opinion it
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would be pushing the cases to which I have been referred too far to say
that in a case like this the Plaintiff has lost all right to relief in this Court
because he has omitted the words that I have mentioned upon his labels,
and stated that his Trade Mark is what appears on the labels. What he hae
stated to be his registered Trade Mark on his labels is, in substance, in all 5
essential particulars, his Trade Mark. He has only omitted unessential
particulars. Nobody could be deceived; no injury could occur to anybody
by reason of that statement on the labels; and that being so, it appears to
me that it would be extremely hard upon the Plaintiff, and, I think wrong,
for the Court to allow the matter which I am now considering to interfere 10
with the Plaintiff's rights. As I have said, nobody could be deceived; nobody
could be injured; and I think that this objection also fails, and that the
Plaintiff is entitled to enforce the rights which he claims before TIle.

I therefore grant an injunction to restrain the Defendant from selling his
goods under the labels, exhibits WAA 2, RN, and W AA 3, or in any wrapper, or 15
in any form calculated or intended to pass off, or to enable others to pass off, his
goods as and for the goods of the Plaintiff. I direct an inquiry as to damages.
I order the Defendant to pay the costs of the action up to and including
[udgrnent : and I reserve the costs of the inquiry as to darnages in the usual
way, to be dealt with in chambers. There "rill be liberty to apply. 20

Ostoald, Q.C., asked that that part of the action seeking to restrain infringe
ment of the Trade Mark be dismissed, and for the costs of that part of the
action to be set off.

ROMER, J.-I do not see fit to make any other order than what I have
stated. 25

Osioald, Q.C.-Perhaps your Lordship will direct that the costs are not to be
increased by their having claimed on this 'I'rade Mark?

ROMER, J.-In a case of this kind I do not see fit to make any other order.
It is not usual or right.

Eve, Q.C.-The injunction will be" from selling or offering from sale.' Your 30
Lordship said "from selling" ?

ROMER, J.-Yes.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before ]YIR. JUSTICE ROMER.-July 7th and 8th, 1896.

ACTIEN GESELLSCHAFrr F'UR CARTONNAGEN INDUS'l'RIg v. SCHROEDER.: 35

Patents-c Action. for infrinqemerit>«...4lleged aniicipation.c-Lnfrinoemeni.
-i-Certificatc of val1id1'ty qrantede--Uost«.

This ioas an action for infringement of a patent for improvements in and
connected ioitli anqle clamp» for uniting the corners of boxes oj icood, card
board, leather, and the like. Clarap« for the corners of boxes uiere }Jreviously 40
knoum, but they all had projections of some kind of greater lenqi]: thari the
thickness of the side oj the box, iohicli projections were either sent throuq]» holes in
or forced through the side oj the box, and then clinched inside. The Ptaintiffs'
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